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The Dogo Argentino is a pack-hunting dog, bred for the pursuit of big-game such as wild boar 
and puma, and possesses the strength, intelligence and quick responsiveness of a serious 
athlete. His short, plain and smooth coat is completely white, but a dark patch near the eye is 
permitted as long as it doesn't cover more than 10% of the head. The ideal Dogo Argentino is a 
study in harmony. He is large, powerful, and athletic. His strong head is supported by a thick, 
but elegant neck that connects to a balanced body, which is sustained by straight, substantial 
forelegs and very muscular, medium-angulated hindquarters. The Dogo gives the impression 
of explosive power and energy. Developed to find, chase and catch dangerous game the Dogo 
must have a good nose, great lung capacity, and a powerful, yet agile, muscular build. His 
expression is alert and intelligent, with a marked hardness. The Dogo is instantly identifiable by 
his short, completely white coat. 



  
Training Tips with Jeff – Curbing Excessive Barking 

 
One of the most frustrating and difficult behaviors to control is excessive barking. Our K9 companions can 
develop many behaviors that stress our coexistence such as counter surfing, jumping on people, jumping on 
furniture when they’re not invited, and destructive chewing. But none as disruptive and stress inducing as 
excessive barking. 
 
Let’s take a look at some of the root causes of these frustrating behaviors. Counter surfing is simple once your 
dog discovers tasty food can be found on the counter and can be accessed with no consequences. They will 
frequently search the area for food. Jumping is often done to recreate a pleasant experience such as petting or ear 
scratching from the time when they were small puppies. 
 
Barking can be for a number of reasons. Let’s look closer at some of these reasons. Dogs will often bark to alert 
the pack of a perceived danger or to sound the alarm. When one dog in the neighborhood senses a stranger and 
barks then that signals the rest of the dogs in the neighborhood to begin to bark. This is exactly what we would 
want them to do when a stranger approaches. But dogs also bark when they are bored or uncomfortable. We will 
look at two different approaches to modify this behavior. First, is your dog barking when they are left alone or 
have they developed a habit of barking in order to get what they want from you? It’s a lot like a baby left in their 
crib all alone for the first time. If the baby cries and you enter the room to see what’s wrong, then the crying 
stops. If you continue to do this each time they cry a habit can be formed. This type of behavior modification will 
largely depend on which one of these examples best fits your situation. 
 
Dogs that bark when you are away will obviously be difficult to correct. We will need to identify the cause of 
barking. Unsupervised dogs may bark for a number of reasons such as the need for socialization, exercise, or 
separation anxiety. Dogs are pack animals and enjoy social interaction. In this case the barking may be corrected 
by eliminating long periods of time where the dog receives no interaction or mental stimulation. If barking is 
caused by separation anxiety exasperated by an extreme attachment to their owner, then you may have to use 
behavior exercises that reduce your dog’s dependence on just one person. Adding an additional dog may help, 
however you should be cautious or you could end up with two barking dogs. 
 
One training method that works is when your dog barks in your presence; interrupt this behavior by saying the 
cue word ‘No’, call the dog to you, and when the dog arrives give him the cue word ‘Yes’ and reward. Repeat this 
often and with time and effort you will establish a reflex action that when they begin to bark, they will look for 
you in order to access a reward. 
 
Other preventative measures can include lots of exercise to create a tired dog. Tired dogs are much less likely to 
bark excessively. In addition, don’t facilitate barking by allowing your dog to bark in order to get what they want. 
Provide plenty of social interaction and mental stimulation for your dog. Use the teaching method of learning 
how to win. When your dog does something right, identify the behavior with the cue word ‘Yes’ and reward. 
Unwanted behaviors can be self-rewarding, so if your dog receives a negative reward each time they will soon 
abandon the behavior. 
 
Barking is one of the most difficult behaviors to change. Barking is a normal dog behavior and can even be 
desirable in certain situations. It is also self-rewarding for many dogs. Prevention will be key in stopping it from 
becoming a habit by creating an environment that helps your companion not to bark. 

 



  
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

final GROOMING DOG OF THE MONTH 

Titan 

January DayCamp Party Dates 

Wed. Jan. 19th – December/January Birthday Party 
 

Wed. Feb. 2nd – Super Bowl Party 

 
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED! 

 


